WEBSITE REVIEW: _________.com

OVERVIEW
Our intention with this review is to contribute to the evolution your online business, using
proven methods and strategies, that grow the potential of your receiving more website visitors.
The primary goal of every website is producing organic search listings, on the first page of
search results (FPSR). These results are displayed as a result of someone searching with words/
phrase that are relevant to your product or service. Potential customers do not know your
business name, so searches under consideration here do not use your business name.
It is easy to see the level of time and energy you have already contributed to creating your
website and media as it exists today.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The website look and feel is a professional design in many aspects.
There is a very good start on a YouTube channel with quality videos.
You have a strong number of followers on Instagram.
A strong podcast channel exists in iTunes.
The clothing line is unique, interesting, and affordable.
You do have existing media and content to achieve organic results in search engine results.
Looking at what you have published to date; it’s obvious you have a commitment to being
successful in this online business.
8. You have existing community support as in sponsors, events, and affiliates.
You already know that overnight results are not the norm in an online business. A business
website takes sweat equity to build and tweak content in an ongoing effort to sustain the
interest of website visitors. Your website, videos, and podcasts are evidence of your equity.
The longevity and investment of an online business relies on owning the website, its’ content,
and online media. As well, there must be a plan to optimizing the online business processes so
as to reduce labor and enhance visitor conversion. Lastly, a significant process to put in place is
keeping website architecture and content current with always changing search engine protocols.
Based on the findings in this review, it’s to your advantage in refreshing/rebranding your
website and online marketing with the goal of resolving three centric issues: 1) your website and
media are invisible in search engine results; 2) content provides no clear message directed to
your target audience, and 3) current content trajectory will not improve online marketing results.
Below is the guide to explain how the aspects of your website have been rated in this review.
RATING GUIDE
5: Always
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TARGET AUDIENCE

RATING: 3

A clear objective throughout the website content is necessary to maintain
the interest of website visitors. Content is required to contain some level of activity
that will naturally convert the visitor from being a reader to taking action.
The main event of this website is selling a mediation guide and apparel.
The website wants to attract people who are interested in the body, mind, spirit
connection. One goal is to unite open-minded people around the world.

WEBSITE LAYOUT

RATING: 1

Site layout is best designed with a maximum of five menu items in top nav bar.
Page footer menu items need key words or actual file names to be a quality link.
Text links in page content should also use key words/phrases.
There are 20 public pages. Included menus are a top nav bar and a footer menu.
It seems no pages have text links and very few pages in the site are linked together.
Some of the large page images/videos do not fit properly into the browser.

PAGE CONTENT

RATING: 1

A page of knowledge, per Google ranking algorithm, will contain at least 1,200 words.
Each page should have a minimum of one title consisting of a one or two key words.
The Home page contains about 180-200 words.
The Plant Medicine article contains 1,031 words and one link off the site.
The Meditation Guide page has 879 words.
The top half of page, on all pages viewed, does not contain a cohesive action strategy.

FILE ARCHITECTURE

RATING: 1

The file architecture needs to be clearly defined using Standard conventions.
On website theme pages there needs to be structured data snippets and canonical URL.
File architecture does not follow high performance conventions and
some file links are misspelled. No structured data snippets or canonical URLs are used.

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

RATING: 0

Numerous studies have shown that website visitors want to be educated;
they want to have their problem solved via a specific product or service.
This website has two web pages that describe events: plant material and float conference.
The purchase process is a shopping cart method and not a “one click” buy.
No pages offering written benefits to readers was found. No educational pages were found.
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CALL TO ACTION STRATEGY

RATING: 3

The goal of each Call To Action (CTA) is to convert a website visitor into
taking action. For example, watching a movie, being a subscriber, or making a purchase.
Two CTA strategies found: Pop Up Box on Home page, Join The Community in footer section.

META TAGS

RATING: 5

These tags are important as Google bots use them as a map to decipher/rank
website content. That evaluation contributes significantly to your organic search listings.
Title Tag:
Description Tag:
Image Tag:

Seems to be the same on all pages. This tag is very underutilized.
Different content on each page is good, but content doesn’t align with SEO.
Not completed, not optimized on any images.

SEO - Search Engine Optimization

RATING: 1

SEO is a combination of methods to optimize page content and page formatting
so as to produce organic listings, aka rankings, in search results. There is local and national SEO.
No consistent SEO targets are defined in the text or meta tags of this website.
No optimization to images. No optimization to page formatting. No analytics tools that we could
find. The inbound links from videos are somewhat helpful to SEO.

MEDIA CHANNELS OPTIMIZED

RATING: 1

There are certain steps to take to SEO your media - video, photos, images.
We have not been able to access your media channels.
Youtube:
estimating that the YouTube channel has NOT optimized and underutilized.
Vimeo:
there is no video is not channel here.
Podcast:
estimating the podcast channel has not been optimized. No RSS feed exists.
Podcast:
difficult to find the iTunes channel in website.
Social Media Channels: one button not working, No social sharing buttons found.
Clothing:
one page selling apparel with no other channels shown. For example, Amazon.

PRIVACY COMPLIANCE

RATING: 5

This site has a sufficient privacy policy.

SEARCH RESULTS

RATING: 0

The results below were compiled on May 25, 2020 using a phone and a laptop. There were zero
organic listings displayed on FPSR on each of the following searches.
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Meditation Guide Boise ID
Plant Medicine Introduction
Self Development Tools Boise ID

Guide To Meditation Boise ID
Plant Medicine Boise
Functional Fitness Boise ID
Self Development Boise
Functional Fitness Programs Boise Self Discovery Coaching

SUMMARY
To improve the viability and longevity of your online business we have two ideas.

IDEA #1 Reconsider your website platform.
The current website is built with the Square Space (SS) platform. By design this platform is
renting your website rather than owning it. For example, you don’t own your store, SS rents their
store function to you. As well, if you move your website to an independent platform you cannot
move your SS website because it only works in SS. Do you want SS as your business partner?
Today, every sale you make means SS and your payment processor take a piece of your revenu

IDEA #2 Rebrand your website.
When your site provides natural links into the layers of your content matrix, starting on the
Home page, you instantly enhance your entire community hub to search engine bots and every
website visitor.
Without knowing the full ideas you have for growing your online business, I suggest building a
website with four themes to reach your target audience. For example, martial arts training,
techniques to improve your well being, tools to discover opportunities for spiritual self
discovery, and wisdom from community resources.
In those themes you have more connection potential. For example, consulting/coaching
sessions and/or webinars. As well, you can use proven CTA strategies. For example, free
downloadable PDFs covering these topics: 10 tips to setup a meditation practice, 10 facts to
having a successful float business, 10 aspects of Christianity that demonstrate your spiritual
nature, and/or 10 steps to refine your ability to focus.
While you are doing very well at refreshing your podcast content, it’s easy to create and publish
some 60-90 second videos with photos, music and quotes from your community experts that
will boost your video marketing potential. Content reigns supreme when it comes to search
engine rankings.
To build a better website we have three immediate suggestions.

#1 Review your platform.
What will the longevity of your online business gain by owning your website content and
building a fully functional website on an independent platform?

#2 Implement a sustainable content strategy.
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Content will always make or break an online business. Investing in a premium website is
accomplished using permanent media that is refreshed on a regular basis. You are already
headed in this direction with your content publishing efforts.
Three ideas to begin content refresh are the following:
A) Start on the Home page to connect with your target audience on multiple website themes.
Make sure you are easy to find in search results which happens when you establish
reoccurring organic listings that link to your online media channels and multiple website
pages;
B) Educate website visitors, using a simple landing page approach, about your services and
products with a step by step process. Walk visitors through the benefits of your offering(s) by
showing/explaining your core competencies, along with relating how one area (fitness)
influences another area (focus); and
C) Put in place specific conversion opportunities. Using an analytics service will help you
understand and evolve what is working, and not working , in visitor conversion situations.

#3 Research SEO and then design content.
There are existing trends in search engine results that you can easily integrate into your content.
Compiling that level of intelligence, in your website content, automatically contributes to
improving your organic search result rankings.
You already know that increasing the number of potential customers who can easily find you,
will translate into more potential conversions on your website pages.
When you identify the phrases your target audience will use to search for your products and
services, you are well on your way to implementing a sustainable online marketing strategy.
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